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Touch, feel, and hear the trucks on every page of this sturdy board book. Engaging photographs

and appealing textures encourage young readers to explore the exciting world of trucks.
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The "feel" aspect of this book is just okay. Same old stuff used. I wish book makers would get a little

more creative. Noises for this particular book also sound a lot alike on each page. My 1 year old

son, who LOVES books, isn't too interested in this one.

The book seems aimed for younger children, but the buttons are somewhat hard to press. The

noises are also very short - especially the semi truck honking. They really do not even sound like

the real noises. Also, the button on the last page is supposed to replay all the noises, but it only

makes the semi truck honk, which is the most disappointing sound. I have the Noisy Farm Animals

book and was very happy, but I'm going to return this one for a refund.

My 6 month old grandson loves this book. It has good pictures and the sounds are fun. My only

complaint is the area to press is big compared to the precise noise button and my grandson has

problems finding the button sometimes. He knows that area makes the sound, but can't always hit



the spot. Some of them require a firmer pressure than his little finger can make so he will take my

finger and try to press it.

I received this book today. It was on time. Only problem is that the book makes no sound. I'm

assuming the battery is dead. I'm giving this to my grandson for Thanksgiving. I will replace the

battery but I was disappointed.

Best book I ever bought my two year old grandson - he is all about trucks of any kind and loves the

noises they make! Sometimes it's difficult for him to push hard enough to get the sounds, but I

imagine he will keep practicing at it until he can do it by himself.

These books are such a cute idea. I do wish the buttons were not as hard for little fingers to push.

My son can not get a sound to come out on his own. He loves looking at the illustrations but gets

frustrated he can not make it make sound. I also wish the sound lasted a little longer.

Bought this for my 2 y.o grandson for Easter. He loves them and hauls it in and out of the house in

his little back pack. The truck sounds are clear and the book is of excellent quality. The cost was

well worth it...especially with free shipping! Would buy from this vendor again!

My 20 month old son loves this book. It's one of his favorites. He wants me to read this book over

and over to him. This book features 5 trucks (big rig, monster truck, fire truck, backhoe, and cement

mixer) and yes they may be the same trucks other toddler books use, but the fact that the noise

button is incorporated on the truck itself rather than a button on the side, makes it fun to press. It

was a little hard at the beginning for my son to find the noise button in some of the trucks, but he got

used to it and can now press them easily. Also, some people complained that the noises are not

realistic enough, but in my opinion they are fine for a toddler :-) It would be fun if they came out with

another book that featured a garbage truck, a police car or an ambulance...umm maybe a

motorcycle. I recommend this book to any little boy that loves trucks!
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